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Abstract. Problem Solving Environment (PSE) is a new and diverse area of
research, and till now it resists simple universally accepted definitions. In brief,
PSE is a complete and integrated computing environment in which new
application can be constructed, compiled and executed. This paper describes the
concept and software architecture of a PSE for Enterprise computing (E-PSE).
The E-PSE is developed to provide transparent access to heterogeneous
distributed computing resources in one enterprise, and is to improve research
productivity by making it easier to construct, compile and run computer
applications so that the enterprise can achieve more advanced economic benefit
as soon as possible. The E-PSE includes four modules: Visual Enterprise
Modeling System, Visual Application Construction Environment, Application
Wrapping & Integrating Tool and Application Runtime Environment. The
application of the E-PSE in an oil-refining enterprise is presented. Related work
about PSE is also described.

1 Introduction
The current advances in networking protocols (including ATM and fast Ethernet),
software development tools, and emerging WWW technologies have enabled the
development of a cost-effective, high performance distributed computing
environment, network-based computing [1]. But, the available software tools for a
high-performance computing environment still require detailed understanding of the
underlying architecture and components of application. Writing a parallel and
distributed program overwhelms most of the users due to the complexity of
communication and synchronization issues [2]. Furthermore, information
technologies have almost been applied into every field, but it is impossible to require
scientists and engineers in each field to learn computer knowledge and programming.
In order that scientists and engineers can devote themselves to research work of their
own field, and improve research efficiency and achieve advanced research
production, it is necessary to develop an application developing environment for their
field. This is the problem which computer experts and experts in the other field face.
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As advanced programming language replaced the original machine language owing to
shielding the computer hardware, it is believed that there must exist one tool that can
shield computer hardware and software to replace current complicated programming
work, and can be used to develop application for any field. According to this problem,
computer experts have done much research work. Now we have had the answer,
which is to develop Problem Solving Environment for each field.
In engineering application field, there also exists the problem that enterprise
supervisors and engineers don’t know much about information technologies. How to
apply information technologies into enterprise better, and how to make use of the
advantages that enterprise personnel are very familiar with the enterprise business,
which are the problems that computer experts and enterprise engineers need to solve.
With the development of global economy, the traditional business mode of enterprise
is increasingly confronted with the challenge of market globalization. Day after day
people are realizing the importance that information technologies can reengineer
traditional enterprise business process. And enterprise must organize and regulate
production quickly, achieve the whole optimization of business process, and improve
the reactivity and competition capability so that it can stand at an advantageous
station in market competition, and achieve more economic benefit. So, to develop
PSE for enterprise computing is very necessary.
According to some applications of PSE in engineering field, this paper puts
forward the concept of a PSE for Enterprise computing (E-PSE), and describes its
features and software architecture. The E-PSE includes four modules: Visual
Enterprise Modeling System (VEMS), Visual Application Construction Environment
(VACE), Application Wrapping & Integrating Tool (AWIT) and Application Runtime
Environment (ARE).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the concept, main purpose
and features of the E-PSE. Section 3 describes the software architecture of the E-PSE
and modules that the E-PSE includes. Section 4 describes the application of E-PSE in
an oil-refining enterprise. Section 5 introduces some related work. Section 6 contains
conclusions and prospects.

2 The Concept and Features of the E-PSE
According to some applications of PSE in engineering field, this paper brings forth
the concept of an E-PSE. An E-PSE is defined as follows, “An E-PSE is one
computer-integrated platform for enterprise computing, and it is a complete and
integrated Problem Solving Environment in which enterprise application system can
be constructed, compiled and executed. It provides various computing tools that can
solve problems existed in enterprise, which make supervisors and engineers of an
enterprise keep away from the ignorance of computer technologies and devote all
themselves to product development, business process management and
improvement.”
The main purpose of the E-PSE is to provide a model-driven and componentbased, application integrating and developing environment. Firstly, through enterprise
business process and application modeling, the E-PSE can realize the seamless
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integration from enterprise business process to enterprise application, and support the
integration of the existing enterprise applications and development of new enterprise
applications. Secondly, the E-PSE provides a set of wrapping and integrating tools for
the existing and legacy applications of an enterprise to take full advantage of the
existing resources and protect the previous investment. Thirdly, the E-PSE provides a
component-based application development method. One application can be
represented as one application flow graph that is composed of some icons of
component that can realize certain business logic. Fourthly, the E-PSE provides a set
of component repository for certain applications, and the component repository can be
extended at any time when it needs. Furthermore, the model-driven and componentbased application integrating and developing method provided by the E-PSE can meet
the requirements of continuous improvements of enterprise business process. In the EPSE, business model describes enterprise business process, and application model
describes the implementing method of an application. When business process
changes, the only thing to do is to change the components or the links between the
corresponding components, then the change of the application can be implemented,
which diminishes the influences of changes of business process on the relative
applications as possible.
The E-PSE has main features as follows: 1) It can make computer resources
(including computer hardware, networks and legacy systems) in one enterprise get
used sufficiently. 2) It can fit the changes of business object of the enterprise,
including the changes of business process and improvement of technical
implementation. 3) It can relieve supervisors and engineers from tedious computer
technologies and make them concentrate on new management concepts, optimal
business practice and process technology, which can improve production efficiency to
the maximum extent. 4) It is not necessary to program for application developer to
construct new application system, what he needs to do is just to transfer his thoughts
into application flow graph in E-PSE, and to improve it in the future continuously.

3 The Software Architecture of the E-PSE
The E-PSE is composed of four modules: Visual Enterprise Modeling System
(VEMS), Application Wrapping & Integrating Tool (AWIT), Visual Application
Construction Environment (VACE) and Application Runtime Environment (ARE).
The VEMS is used to build and modify enterprise model. The AWIT wraps third
party application, standard component repository and legacy system into CORBA
components, and places them into Component Repository in the VACE. The VACE
parses the enterprise model and constructs the corresponding application model and
then utilizes the existing software components in the Component Repository to
construct new application system, or improve the existing system. Once a new
application is completed by the VACE, and then it is delivered to the ARE and is
scheduled to run on distributed computer resources. The software architecture of the
E-PSE is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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3.1 VEMS
The main function of the VEMS is to build and modify enterprise business model.
The VEMS consists of two parts: Modeling Tool and Reference Model Repository.
We adapt ARIS (Architecture of integrated Information Systems) Toolset as the
Modeling Tool, which was published by IDS Scheer AG Corp., Germany. ARIS
modeling concept keeps ahead of the world, which was first brought forth by Prof.
Scheer in 1992 (see Scheer, Architecture of integrated Information Systems, 1992). It
provides an integrated method to represent one enterprise through 5 kinds of views:
Function view, Data view, Organization view, Process view and Product/Service
view.
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Fig. 1. The software architecture of the E-PSE

When we are building the enterprise business model, we usually look for similar
model in the Reference Model Repository first, and then modify it to the required
model, it is not necessary to build them from scratch. After customizing one reference
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model into one enterprise’s own model, the enterprise can adjust the customized
model according to the changes of market requirements. The Reference Model
Repository is based on the analysis of a lot of successful enterprise paradigms and is a
kind of knowledge base that collects the experience of many experts in the
corresponding industry. The Reference Model Repository describes the specialized
requirements of one industry, and so it has comprehensive instructional significance
for the enterprise requirements definition and other aspects in that industry. The
enterprise feedback information and customer questionnaire make clear that using
reference model can decrease workload of defining enterprise requirements
dramatically.
3.2 AWIT
The function of the AWIT is to wrap and integrate the existing legacy system,
standard component repository and third part application into new application
components, and place them into the Component Repository in the VACE so that the
VACE can use them to construct new application.
The AWIT adopts CORBA and XML technologies to wrap existing and newly
built components. Firstly, the AWIT can be used to wrap a legacy system into a
CORBA-compliant component, and then it is placed into the Component Repository
in VACE. A complete legacy system may be wrapped as a single component, or it
may be divided and wrapped as a series of smaller components on assumption that the
internal structure of the system is known [3]. Wrapping legacy system into CORBA
object is one kind of wrapping method, which provides convenient interfaces for
client to access these objects. The advantage of this method is that the client needn’t
know actual implementation on server besides the interface. Wrapping can be realized
in multi-levels: data, individual module, sub-system and system [4]. After being
wrapped into a CORBA object, the legacy system can be reused in form of
component in the heterogeneous and distributed computing environment. Secondly,
the AWIT can integrate or wrap the third party application, and this needs to negotiate
with the third party software provider on related integration matters. After the two
parties come into terms, the general adopted method is to convert the API of the third
party application into the API of the new application, or change the process of
dataflow and workflow in order to exchange information among non-compatible
applications. Finally, using XML can simplify the wrapping process. General data
format that XML defines allows customer to denote, process and map information
among different applications, platforms and interfaces, while these aspects are very
critical during the course of processing the legacy system and third party application.
The potential value of XML in integrating the existing systems has been paid
attention to by many people.
3.3 VACE
VACE includes two parts: Component Repository and Configuration Tool. The
main function of the VACE is to integrate the components that correspond to the
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business model into a new application by parsing the enterprise business model and
utilizing the Configuration Tool. At the same time, the VACE provides the interfaces
to real-time database and relative database for applications to realize data accessing.
Component Repository. The Component Repository is a warehouse that stores all
kinds of components, mainly including software component and sub-system. The
Software component is one basic software object such as COM object, CORBA
object, Java Bean and so on, which has its own interface describing file, attributes,
methods and events; the sub-system is system resources that consist of some kinds of
software components. Users can operate the Component Repository in the same way
as operating database, such as retrieving component that has special function, adding
and deleting the corresponding component and etc.
Configuration Tool. The Configuration Tool is a visual component composition tool,
it makes users create and edit application through composing some kinds of
component. In active editor area, a component is represented as a clickable and
draggable graphical icon, each such icon includes component name and a set of
markers for logical ports. The user can select one new component from the
Component Repository and add it into the application sketch, then link it into the
application flow graph. In a graph-based programming environment, an application is
defined as a directed graph where nodes denote one component and links denote
communication and synchronization between nodes. The Configuration tool mainly
include key modules as follows:
- Project manager
- Drawing tool
- Control manager
- Real-time database manager interface
- Script editing environment
- Report form defining environment
- Variable manager
- Page editing interface
- Control network interface
Fig. 2 shows the windows of the Configuration Tool. The Project manager
implements the operations of creating, deleting and updating of one project. The
Drawing tool supports the familiar drawing and rendering methods. The Control
manager calls the interface of system registration form, and it can make controls
visually display in the page editing interface. If necessary, use the real-time database
manager interface to connect with the real-time database manager. The Script editing
environment is organized with the format of object, and it provides the method of
editing control logic. The Report form defining environment can define the format
and content of the real-time report form, which is managed by the Project manager,
and executes in the real-time database manager. The Variable manager is an
independent module, and it can be installed and published independently, we can use
it to execute data gathering and physical variable configuration. The Page editing
interface provides one blank template, on which we can build an application flow
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graph to construct a new application. The Configuration tool can define data source
for data gathering and publication through calling the Control network interface.

Fig. 2. The windows of the Configuration Tool

3.4 ARE
The main function of the ARE is to maintain the distributed computable resources
of an enterprise, and to schedule the applications constructed by the VACE so that
they can run on these resources.
The Computable resources in distributed heterogeneous system should be
registered in Resources Performance Database before they are used. The Resources
Performance Database maintains information about these resources. The information
mainly includes resources attributes and parameters [2][3]. These attributes are
grouped into two parts: 1) Static attributes, i.e. Host name, IP address, Architecture
type, OS Type, CPU speed, Hard disk and Memory size, Number and type of
available network interface, etc.; 2) Dynamic attributes, i.e. recent load measurement,
available memory, point-to-point network latency, available network bandwidth, etc.
The Scheduler is the most important part of the ARE. It interprets the application
constructed by the VACE and assigns the current best available resources for running
the application in order to minimize the total execution time. The scheduling
algorithm computes the predicted time of each component and selects the current best
available resources within the enterprise networks. The scheduling decision is based
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on the software and hardware requirements, location and configuration of resources,
up-to-date machine/network loads. Once the scheduling decision is completed, the
application is delivered to the Executor and runs on the resources under the control of
the Executor.

4 The Application of the E-PSE in an Oil-Refining Enterprise
Supported by one National Research Project of China, we utilize the model-driven
and component-based method to implement the planning and development of some
information systems in an oil-refining enterprise. According to process enterprise
automation chain in the ISO specification and the whole framework of the oil-refining
enterprise, we present the reference models of the oil-refining enterprise. We first use
the Modeling Tool to build the business models of the demonstrated enterprise
mentioned above, and then refine the reference business models that fit the oilrefining enterprise from these models. These reference models are helpful for the
other oil-refining enterprises to build their own business models. And based on these
models, the enterprises can use the Configuration Tool to improve the existing
information applications or create new information application, such as the
application that can monitor or distribute the process data generating during the
production process, and etc. The practicability of these reference models needs
proving and improving further in the other oil-refining enterprises in the future.

5 Related Work
PSEs have important significance to the research of each field, so researchers all
around the world research PSE in different aspects, such as its infrastructure, reusable
components, PSE for special field, or technologies used in PSEs, including distributed
collaborative work, visualization, artificial intelligence and so on. The current
advances in high-speed networks and WWW technologies have made network
computing a cost-effective and high-performance computing environment, which
provide more extensive foundation for researching on PSEs.
The current concept of a PSE has its origins in an April 1991 workshop funded by
the US National Science Foundation [5][6]. The workshop found that the availability
of high performance computing resources, coupled with advances in software tools
and infrastructure, made the creation of PSEs for computational science a practical
goal, and that these PSEs would greatly improve the productivity of scientists and
engineers. This is even truer today with the advent of web-based technologies, such as
Java, CORBA and XML for accessing remote resources and sharing information.
In 1994, Gallopoulos ¨ Houstis and Rice presented one detailed definition for PSE
as follows, “A PSE is a computer system that provides all the computational facilities
needed to solve a target class of problems. These features include advanced solution
methods, automatic and semiautomatic selection of solution methods, and ways to
easily incorporate novel solution methods. Moreover, PSEs use the language of the
target class of problems, so users can run them without specialized knowledge of the
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underlying computer hardware or software. By exploiting modern technologies such
as interactive color graphics, powerful processors, and networks of specialized
services, PSEs can track extended problem solving tasks and allow users to review
them easily. Overall, they create a framework that is all things to all people: they
solve simple or complex problems, support rapid prototyping or detailed analysis, and
can be used in introductory education or at the frontiers of science [5].”
Since the 1991 workshop, PSE research has been mainly directed at implementing
prototype PSEs and at developing the software infrastructure or “middleware” for
constructing PSEs. Initially, many of the prototype PSEs that were developed focused
on linear algebra computations [7] and the solution of partial differential equations
[8]. More recently prototype PSEs have been developed specifically for science and
engineering applications. More generic infrastructure for building PSEs is also under
development ranging from fairly simple RPC-based tools for controlling remote
execution [9] to more ambitious and sophisticated systems such as Legion [10] and
Globus [11] for integrating geographically distributed computing and information
resources. The architecture of Virtual Distributed computing Environment (VDCE)
developed at Syracuse University [12] is very similar to the software architecture of
the E-PSE described in section 3. However, VDCE has not modeling module for
enterprise, which is more suitable for computing science than enterprise computing.
As one kind of PSE, E-PSE has many features that common PSE has, and has the
similar architecture with other PSEs. However, E-PSE has also some difference from
other PSEs, such as PSEs for computational science mentioned above. The difference
mainly includes: 1) Common PSEs are usually designed to solve very complex
computational problems, and the demands for hardware and scheduling algorithms are
very high. But, as to E-PSE, these demands are not very high; 2) E-PSE can support
dynamic modeling and continuous improvements of business process of enterprise,
which is very important feature of E-PSE. But, many other PSEs didn’t have this
feature, and it is enough for users to use application modeling function of these PSEs;
3) Common PSEs are mainly used to develop new applications to solve specified
problems. However, E-PSE is mainly used to integrate and improve the existing
applications, And to develop new application is not major function of E-PSE.
In China, research projects on PSE aren’t so many as those in other countries,
especially in engineering field. We wish our research could facilitate the development
of researching on PSE for engineering field.

6 Conclusions and Prospects
In this paper, we present the concept and the software architecture of an E-PSE.
The chief advantage of the E-PSE is that it can relieve the supervisors and engineers
of an enterprise from tedious computer application technologies and make them
concentrate on new management concepts, optimal business practice and process
technologies, which can improve production efficiency to the maximum extent. The
E-PSE is composed of four modules: VEMS, AWIT, VACE and ARE.
We have put the E-PSE into practice in an oil-refining enterprise of China, and the
effects are very remarkable. But, due to various causes, the theory and method about
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the E-PSE are just put into practice in enterprise in part, it is expected that the E-PSE
would be further popularized and applied in enterprise in the future. And we’ll
improve these theories and methods further.
If one enterprise wants to keep its invincible position in the situation of more and
more intense market competition and globalization, it must adjust its business process
according to the changes of the market in time, it is a continuously changing course.
The E-PSE adapts a model-driven and component-based software development
method, which provides technical support for continuous improvements of business
process of an enterprise, and can meet the requirements of high-speed developing
information technologies that the enterprise faces nowadays. Consequently,
researches on E-PSE are very significant and important for the development of the
enterprise, and the application prospects of the E-PSE are also very bright, and it is
sure that the E-PSE can bring considerable economic benefits and immeasurable
value to the enterprise in the future.
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